After a year's absence, undergraduate women once again are inhabiting Bading Hall, the South Quad dorm that was used last year to house graduate women because of a shortage of facilities.

Most upperclassmen as well as some of last year's freshmen chose to return to Bading after living in Lewis for a year. They cited several reasons and as a general rule were in unanimous agreement that Bading has more advantages.

Jean Sculati, president of Bading hall, pointed to the location of Bading Hall, put in the location of Badin as its primary advantage.

"The convenience of it is a big thing. The dorm is much closer to the center of campus, from doing a lot of things," she said.

Sculati also cited that there are singles and a variety of rooms in Bading, a feature that Lewis, which has all double rooms, lacks. "One of the advantages of living over here is that Bading has different double rooms, but also a lot of singles. I don't know why but girls seem to get along better in singles." Sophomore Kittie Barrett also mentioned the comfort of the dorm's location and the different sizes of rooms as important factors in her decision to move.

She then pointed to the age and tradition of Bading as more appeal-

ing than the modernness of Lewis's dormitory cited by many.

"Bading is older and has more character," said Barrett. "I like the tradition. Lewis was nice but it was like a motel."

Junior Marianne Murphy agreed. "Lewis was nice for a year but it was too modern. I like the wide hallways and tall ceilings."

Murphy added.

Although many girls moved, senior Robin Jenkins decided to stay in Lewis after spending her first two years in Bading. She cited the nicer facilities and the fact that a lot of friends decided to stay as important reasons. She also thought that Lewis Hall has a lot of potential as an "undergraduate dorm.

"As far as hall government and organization are, we're really doing rather well. I think there's a definite identity here," she said. "Last year, a lot of the upperclassmen knew we were moving back to Bading and didn't really identify with the hall.

Jenkins admitted that Lewis has its inconveniences as well as a high disproportionate number of freshmen and sophomores, but believes that these problems can be overcome.

"There is more attention to detail in the new situation, to experience a new environment. And as far as the decision not to return to Bading, she added, "It was a difficult decision to make. I'm glad I stayed."

Roemer states attitude about parietal policy

by Barb Resenstein
Senior Staff Reporter

A parietal policy which could include forcing freshmen and sophomores to move off-campus will be followed this year by Dean of Students James Roemer.

With this policy all parietal violations will be referred to Roemer, who will review each case. First offenders will "probably get some kind of work assignment," while second offenders will be asked to move off-campus, according to Roemer.

"My attitude as dean of students is that an infraction should be done and that it should be given credence and enforcement. Roemer explained. This is my attempt at some kind of consistency between halls. But every hall has its own rules, he said.

Roemer added that his decisions will be made with the recommendations of the rector and assistant rector of the violator's hall. The hall staff will also be used for disciplinary purposes. "It will be up to the staff as to what kind of policy to set," he said. "It is up to their discretion as to exactly what a problem is. I'm not going to be speaking of situations of a matter of minutes.

"I don't want to be fair and consistent," Roemer continued. "I don't want to be fair and consistent. I don't just want that after a year, I can be more lenient. I don't want that my enforcement and enforcement of parietals should be," he said.

Roemer stated his policy to the freshmen and consistent rector last week in an orientation meeting. He read the rules of the university concerning parietals and urged rectors to be conscientious about the rule.

"I want to be fair and consistent," he said. "The rule should be adhered to by some," he said, making sure dean of students handles any situation with mutual cooperation with rector," he concluded.

Increased enrollment causes crowding for at least two weeks

by Tom Byrne

An unexpected increase in enrollment at Notre Dame and St. Mary's has created a temporary overcrowding problem in the residence halls on each campus.

Officials at both schools yesterday that they expect congestion to be alleviated during the next two weeks.

At Notre Dame, Director of Admissions John T. Goldrick attributed the situation to a climb in confirmations this year,

"We're already proposing that 400 freshmen be accepted next year and instead be put on the waiting list," he stated.

The issue "visibility." President Bernadin also made reference to the fairness of the state's acceptance standards.

"My attitude as dean of students is that there is more visibility of the issue and it will be discussed not only by the candidates but by the people themselves," he pointed out.

Bernadin also made reference to the anti-abortion plank on the Republican party platform.

"We're already proposing that 400 fewer students be accepted next year and instead be put on the waiting list," he stated.

St. Mary's problem similar

St. Mary's has experienced similar problems this fall, according to Minnie Owens, coordinator of Housing. Extra students were settled temporarily in lounges in LeMans, but are gradually being moved into regular rooms.

"We did have 60 students more than we expected but we are solving that problem," she explained.

Owens also stated that LeMans bore most of the burden because it was the largest hall.

Flia Brody, recently appointed admissions director, pledged that "admissions adjustments" will be made in the future to forestall this problem. She cited various reasons for the situation, such as higher than expected enrollment and few-er campus students.

Church looks for anti-abortion plank

by Gregg Bansa
Executive Editor

Democratic presidential nominee Jimmy Carter's support for a constitutional amendment to ban abortion is a "crucial issue" for the Roman Catholic hierarchy following a Tuesday meeting between six Catholic bishops and the former governor of Georgia.

According to an article written by Charles Mohr that appeared in the Sept. 1 edition of the New York Times, the clergymen "were disappointed" with Carter's position following the meeting, which was set up by Carter and held in Washington.

However, Archbishop Joseph Bernardin, chair of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops said that Carter had "not indicated," he would not oppose an effort to obtain a constitutional amendment, and that he was "optimistic." Court decision in 1973 that legal-ized abortion does not violate the right to privacy in pregnancy.

Carter, contacted later in the day in New York City, confirmed he had taken this position. He also said that he opposed the issue's party's platform plank on abortion because "it mimics that Catholics, Protestants, Jews or private citizens don't have a right to seek such an abortion.

"I would never try to block such an amendment," he added. "I don't think the clergymen publicly expressed disagreement at Carter's views, in private they seemed encouraged by his willingness to study the question further, though they had asked for meetings concerning the issue of abortion with church officials because they are giving the issue "visibility," President Ford had previously asked for a meeting on the issue, which concerns many Catholic voters.

Bernardin, who is archbishop of Cincinnati, also said: "we do not oppose or support any individual candidate. We address ourselves to the issues and the pracitce of moral and religious issues.

"A by-product of these meetings is that there is more visibility of the issue and it will be discussed not only by the candidates but by the people themselves," he pointed out.

Bernardin also made reference to the anti-abortion plank on the Republican party's platform.

"The problem will soon be recognized."

Bernardin, who is archbishop of Cincinnati, also said: "we do not oppose or support any individual candidate. We address ourselves to the issues and the pracitce of moral and religious issues.

"A by-product of these meetings is that there is more visibility of the issue and it will be discussed not only by the candidates but by the people themselves," he pointed out.

Bernardin also made reference to the anti-abortion plank on the Republican party's platform. "In two weeks it will all be settled," he stated. "we areavery inflammable meat bed each day fruit no-shows and kids deciding to drop off campus," said Malachy.

According to Malachy, halls such as Fisher, Sorin and Howard which have only one basic type of room, were not assigned extra students. Keenan, Stanford, Grace, and Flanner, however, accepted a large number of freshmen.

"Admissions is small right out of the money," said Malachy. "This is a minor error which actually work favor of this," said Malachy, since more can be accepted.

Admissions Director Goldrick revealed that policy revision in the near future may prevent future instances of overcrowding. "We're already proposing that 400 fewer students be accepted next year and instead be put on the waiting list," he stated.

St. Mary's problem similar

St. Mary's has experienced similar problems this fall, according to Minnie Owens, coordinator of Housing. Extra students were settled temporarily in lounges in LeMans, but are gradually being moved into regular rooms.

"We did have 60 students more than we expected but we are solving that problem," she explained.

Owens also stated that LeMans bore most of the burden because it was the largest hall.

Flia Brody, recently appointed admissions director, pledged that "admissions adjustments" will be made in the future to forestall this problem. She cited various reasons for the situation, such as higher than expected enrollment and fewer campus students.
The Radiation Laboratory research staff at Notre Dame has nearly doubled as a result of the recently announced consolidation with the Radiation Research Laboratories of Carnegie-Mellon University at Pittsburgh.

Consolidation also means new equipment, including a Van der Graaff generator being transferred here from Carnegie-Mellon. An underground concrete vault is being added to the south side of the Radiation Research Building to house the Laboratory's second generator.

According to Dr. Robert R. Schaler, who assumed the directorship July 1, the new personnel will expand research activities, broadening the Laboratory's scope of interest. "We will be engaged in many aspects of energy research," Schaler said, "particularly research activities analyzing the effects of ionizing radiation and light on chemical systems. The new staff is interested in study of intermediates in chemical reactions on microsecond time scales using optical and electron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy." He explained of the former director of the Carnegie-Mellon Radiation Research Laboratories brought five scientists recently appointed to 17 new appointments, for a total research staff of 45. The facility is located adjacent to the chemistry, physics and biology departments, and fourteen members of the research staff also hold faculty appointments in chemistry. Other hold appointments in biology, microbiology and engineering.

**Facilities nearly doubled**

**Radiation Laboratory expands**

**Welfare programs audited**

FORT WAYNE, Ind. - The U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare has begun an audit of the Indiana's administration of Medicaid and Medicare welfare programs. A federal grand jury at South Bend is investigating alleged fraud in the two welfare medical programs.

On Campus Today

8:30 am - student football ticket pickup, for juniors, graduate, law students in windows 1 and 2 of the acc.
4 pm - book sale, lafotune.
1 pm - book sale, lafotune.
5 pm - meeting, sophomore advisory council meeting, lafotune.

School graduates reporting $17,400 salaries, five majors in business and engineering averaging $15,320, and 24 undergraduate degree recipients averaging a wage averaging $12,580.

Advanced education was in the future for 35 percent of the women while 50 percent reported interest in beginning work. Forty-one percent of these had one or more job offers before May 1.

Starting wages for all graduates responding to the survey ranged from a $9,900 average for an undergraduate in English to $19,300 for a doctoral degree recipient in environmental health engineering. Business administration students majoring in accounting are averaging $11,400 while graduate degree holders are listing average salaries of $71,200. Engineering undergraduates range from $11,200 in architecture to $41,800 in metallurgical engineering, and science majors from $11,000 in preprofessional studies to $12,550 for mathematics majors.

Members of minority groups, making up more than five percent of the survey group, reported a 57 percent rate of success for job offers. Five undergraduates were promised starting salaries averaging $12,650 while the average for all responding to the survey was $13,650.

The percentage of students planning to participate in volunteer programs -- Peace Corps, Vista, alternative work -- dropped from 72 percent last year to 63 percent this year. All four branches of the military are represented by 2797 programs on the campus and a significant number of students are enrolled to participate in active service following graduation.

Finally, the survey noted that grade point averages of students planning to begin law schools were all-time high. A grade point record number of students were reporting acceptance from many of the nation's top law schools.

The survey was directed by Charles W. McColister, coordinator of analytical studies in the office of the Dean of Administration, and Richard D. Williams, director of the Placement Bureau.
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House overturns pay increase

WASHINGTON (AP) - The House voted yesterday to deny a cost-of-living pay raise this year to its own members and also to senators, federal judges, Cabinet members and other top executive officials. It adopted, 325 to 75, an amendment to the House budget act that would bar raising any member's salary above the cost-of-living adjustment that had been approved for federal workers in the fiscal year

of this election year's membership will be needed to settle the disputed provision.

The pay raise, the exact amount of which still to be determined, would be automatic Oct. 1 in the absence of congressional action. A House vote to raise its members' salaries from this election year's cost-of-living adjustment had been considered likely, but the broadening

commission reviews top salaries

No House member wants to be seen as voting for a pay increase this year, Fr. Burthchaell's departmental examinations at 8 a.m. on Thursday. The labor leaders promised C & I that they would stage "the strongest most effective get-out-thepoll campaign ever conducted" to get out the vote this year. This pledge came when Carter addressed 109 presidents of the affiliated unions of the American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations. George Meany, president of the 14-million-member labor federation, said the unions would do everything to help elect Carter.

"We must extend our efforts to all unions," he told the audience. "The individual worker and the union we represent are what the issue is about."
Quake fears unfounded

By Jack Saunders
Pacific News Service

Fears that the planet may be coming apart in a thunderstorm of tremors—with the U.S. West Coast in an imminent and violent form—are groundless, according to one quake expert here.

Cloud says, where the Pacific plate hits with a normal number of quakes hit viciously at heavily settled regions in Peru and Turkey.

PLATE THEORY

A leading but recent theory of earthquakes—the plate tectonic theory—holds that the earth's land masses sit atop a set of huge plates that move around ever so slowly. That, according to the theory, can give rise to tremendous pressure points that occasionally break free with potentially city-wrecking violence.

The north China coast and the Philippine Sea region, Cloud says, are both situated on Asian plate margins—where history's most devastating quakes have struck. Join the recent century, Chinese towns killed more than 100,000 Chinese. A 16th century quake in Japan suffered 143,000 deaths in 1970, and a year later a Chinese quake took 70,000.

Tsunamis—tidal waves that follow earthquakes—are a special worry here, as along the U.S. West Coast. Japan last 22,000 in a wave that followed an earthquake in San Francisco, considered the most important wrecking force in the Pacific quake earlier this month.

The West Coast of the United States is also along a plate seam, measured for damage, however, 1976 quakes are the most costly since 1970. That year 67,000 lost their lives, when a normal number of earthquakes hit some regions in Peru and Turkey.

Jazz Band tryouts to be held Sunday

Auditions for the Notre Dame Jazz Bands will be held Sunday, Sept. 5 at 1:00 p.m. at 101 O'Shaughnessy Hall and do not have to be applied. Senior Bar opens Tuesday

The Senior Bar has undergone a remodeling and "previous customers will hardly recognize it," stated Jim O'Connell, one of the student managers. The Senior Bar, which will open on Tuesday, Sept. 7 at 8 p.m., has gained among other additions a dance floor, a public address system, an extended bar, a new bar in a room that wasn't utilized last year, and intercom system between the bars and new game machines.

O'Connell also tentative plans for a type of disco night and food sales stated O'Connell. "The disco might work well because of the P.A. system," he added. O'Connell is looking for a "soft and juicy" garden of food which would give a percentage to the bar.

Amplifiers and drum sets will be provided. Further information can be obtained from the Manager at 101 O'Shaughnessy Hall.

LSAT registration nears deadline

The registration deadline for the full Law School Admission Test (LSAT) is Thursday, Sept. 9th. If you have not yet registered, you should go to Deans Waddick's office at 101 O'Shaughnessy Hall and do so. This text is an absolute necessity if you are planning to apply to law school in a wave that followed an earthquake in San Francisco, considered the most important wrecking force in the Pacific coast quakes earlier this month.

The West Coast of the United States is also along a plate seam, measured for damage, however, 1976 quakes are the most costly since 1970. That year 67,000 lost their lives, when a normal number of quakes hit viciously at heavily settled regions in Peru and Turkey.
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Wall of Noise Engulfs ACC

Kiss and Bob Seeger put on an exuberant show as one man could have ever hoped to see in South Bend, Indiana. Seeger came out smoking and fully confident with a mixture of both old and new material designed to exhibit his suddenly new-found confidence. He was able to move the crowd at will. Kiss, on the other hand, continued to proceed on to frenetic and highly-charged show.

Seeger put on an extremely esoteric show. For a man whose last album went Top Ten, he played a rather annual set. Relying mostly on old blues tunes such as "Mary Lou" and "Nuthatch City Limits" and even Bob's chestnut "Who Do You Love?" Seeger won over the crowd with splendid vocal delivery and a rather sophisticated and talented band. The usual vapid versions of obvious Seeger Favor- ites were instead performed with panache and abandon. The highlight of the set was Bob's recent hit "Kalmiatns" that combined funky instrumental breaks with a wild guitar solo and through it all, the Boys Eagerly awaited little time in hustling back to the stage to perform a show. "Let's Interesting imagery and Shakin'". It was heartening to see the enthusiastic response accorded to the veteran singer-songwriter whose following has never extended beyond the midwest.

Kiss took the stage shortly afterwards amidst smoke bombs, lights and splendid pyrotechnics. They were not too intimidated by Seeger's spirited set and quickly launched into a lively set that included fine versions of "Hotter Than Hell", "Nothing To Lose" and "Cold Fire". Throughout the set, Ace Frehley played the guitar power chords and stunning feedback solos provided a powerful sound that offset the repetitious vocal delivery.

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the Kiss show was their abandonment of stage effect. With the exception of two on either side of the stage were significantly smaller, the band decided not to dance for the encore, a rubber-tying "Back and Roll All Night" which brought the usually gregarious South Bend crowd to their feet.

Tonight Show.

Doobie Brothers, • Takin' It To The Streets - By default, the Tuckers have been the standard-bearers of the Southern Rock banner. Their new album is more Countryish but still features guitars, vocals and excellent interwoven vocals and the different instruments. A new star for Bob's recent hit "Kalmiatns" that combined funky instrumental breaks with a wild guitar solo and through it all, the Boys eagerly awaited little time in hustling back to the stage to perform a show. "Let's Interesting imagery and Shakin'". It was heartening to see the enthusiastic response accorded to the veteran singer-songwriter whose following has never extended beyond the midwest.
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Sex scandal forces resignation

by Jim Adams

WASHINGTON (AP) - Rep. Wayne L. Hays, the once powerful House chairman who was toppled by Capitol Hill sex scandal, submitted his resignation from Congress yesterday, effective immediately.

Hays himself asked for the resignation letter Speaker Albert yesterday morning but did not when they learned they had no promise the committee would vote to halt its investigation.

The Ethics Committee had voted Mon day to begin hearings for its probe Sept. 16 despite a plea that Hays was to mentally depressed to defend himself.

Albert said the Ethics Committee told Hays the probe would automatically be dropped if Hays resigned from Congress because he would no longer be congressman.

The Ethics Committee Tuesday took no action on a proposed resolution declaring that whereas Hays was resigning as of Sept. 8 the committee would suspend its investigation and then terminate it on his resignation.

The charges forced Hays to resign as head of the Democratic Campaign Committee, quit as committee chairman and then to announce he would not seek re-election to Congress.

Hays told Ohio Gov. James A. Rhodes he would resign Sept. 8. But after a letter distributed by his staff, Hays said, "I hereby resign my office as a representative in the 18th District of Ohio, effective immediately."

Members of the Ethics Committee, meeting after Hays' announcement, said they were not sure which would be the resignation date.

Before Hays would resign, his aides pressed for an assurance first that the resignation would halt the Ethics Committee's payroll-sex probe against him, sources said.

They said Hays' aides were ready to submit the resignation letter Speaker Albert yesterday, but did not when they learned they had no promise the committee would vote to halt its investigation.

Wayne L. Hays, the once powerful House chairman who was toppled by Capitol Hill sex scandal, submitted his resignation from Congress yesterday, effective immediately.

House Speaker Carl Albert told reporters he assumes the resignation automatically ends the House Ethics Committee's investigation of the Ohio Democrat.

"I think he did it to save his family," Albert said.

The charges forced Hays to resign as head of the Democratic Campaign Committee, quit as committee chairman and then to announce he would not seek re-election to Congress.

Hays himself asked for the Ethics Committee inquiry saying it would exonerate him by establishing that Miss Ray did committee work for her $14,000-a-year pay.

But Hays said when he dropped his re-election campaign three weeks ago one reason was "I don't want to give that woman a chance to make another appearance.

There was some confusion about when Hays actually leaves office.

Hays told Ohio Gov. James A. Rhodes he would resign Sept. 8. But in a letter distributed by his staff, Hays said, "I hereby resign my office as a representative in the Congress of the United States from the 18th District of Ohio, effective immediately."

Members of the Ethics Committee, meeting after Hays' announcement, said they were not sure which would be the resignation date.

Before Hays would resign, his aides pressed for an assurance first that the resignation would halt the Ethics Committee's payroll-sex probe against him, sources said.

They said Hays' aides were ready to submit the resignation letter Speaker Albert yesterday, but did not when they learned they had no promise the committee would vote to halt its investigation.

The Ethics Committee had voted Monday to begin hearings for its probe Sept. 16 despite a plea that Hays was to mentally depressed to defend himself.

Albert said the Ethics Committee told Hays the probe would automatically be dropped if Hays resigned from Congress because he would no longer be congressman.

The Ethics Committee Tuesday took no action on a proposed resolution declaring that whereas Hays was resigning as of Sept. 8 the committee would suspend its investigation and then terminate it on his resignation.

The charges forced Hays to resign as head of the Democratic Campaign Committee, quit as committee chairman and then to announce he would not seek re-election to Congress.
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But Hays said when he dropped his re-election campaign three weeks ago one reason was "I don't want to give that woman a chance to make another appearance.

There was some confusion about when Hays actually leaves office.

Hays told Ohio Gov. James A. Rhodes he would resign Sept. 8. But in a letter distributed by his staff, Hays said, "I hereby resign my office as a representative in the Congress of the United States from the 18th District of Ohio, effective immediately."

Members of the Ethics Committee, meeting after Hays' announcement, said they were not sure which would be the resignation date.

Before Hays would resign, his aides pressed for an assurance first that the resignation would halt the Ethics Committee's payroll-sex probe against him, sources said.

They said Hays' aides were ready to submit the resignation letter Speaker Albert yesterday, but did not when they learned they had no promise the committee would vote to halt its investigation.

The Ethics Committee had voted Monday to begin hearings for its probe Sept. 16 despite a plea that Hays was to mentally depressed to defend himself.

Albert said the Ethics Committee told Hays the probe would automatically be dropped if Hays resigned from Congress because he would no longer be congressman.

The Ethics Committee Tuesday took no action on a proposed resolution declaring that whereas Hays was resigning as of Sept. 8 the committee would suspend its investigation and then terminate it on his resignation.

The charges forced Hays to resign as head of the Democratic Campaign Committee, quit as committee chairman and then to announce he would not seek re-election to Congress.

Hays himself asked for the Ethics Committee inquiry saying it would exonerate him by establishing that Miss Ray did committee work for her $14,000-a-year pay.

But Hays said when he dropped his re-election campaign three weeks ago one reason was "I don't want to give that woman a chance to make another appearance.

There was some confusion about when Hays actually leaves office.

Hays told Ohio Gov. James A. Rhodes he would resign Sept. 8. But in a letter distributed by his staff, Hays said, "I hereby resign my office as a representative in the Congress of the United States from the 18th District of Ohio, effective immediately."

Members of the Ethics Committee, meeting after Hays' announcement, said they were not sure which would be the resignation date.

Before Hays would resign, his aides pressed for an assurance first that the resignation would halt the Ethics Committee's payroll-sex probe against him, sources said.

They said Hays' aides were ready to submit the resignation letter Speaker Albert yesterday, but did not when they learned they had no promise the committee would vote to halt its investigation.

The Ethics Committee had voted Monday to begin hearings for its probe Sept. 16 despite a plea that Hays was to mentally depressed to defend himself.

Albert said the Ethics Committee told Hays the probe would automatically be dropped if Hays resigned from Congress because he would no longer be congressman.

The Ethics Committee Tuesday took no action on a proposed resolution declaring that whereas Hays was resigning as of Sept. 8 the committee would suspend its investigation and then terminate it on his resignation.

The charges forced Hays to resign as head of the Democratic Campaign Committee, quit as committee chairman and then to announce he would not seek re-election to Congress.

Hays himself asked for the Ethics Committee inquiry saying it would exonerate him by establishing that Miss Ray did committee work for her $14,000-a-year pay.

But Hays said when he dropped his re-election campaign three weeks ago one reason was "I don't want to give that woman a chance to make another appearance.

There was some confusion about when Hays actually leaves office.

Hays told Ohio Gov. James A. Rhodes he would resign Sept. 8. But in a letter distributed by his staff, Hays said, "I hereby resign my office as a representative in the Congress of the United States from the 18th District of Ohio, effective immediately."

Members of the Ethics Committee, meeting after Hays' announcement, said they were not sure which would be the resignation date.

Before Hays would resign, his aides pressed for an assurance first that the resignation would halt the Ethics Committee's payroll-sex probe against him, sources said.

They said Hays' aides were ready to submit the resignation letter Speaker Albert yesterday, but did not when they learned they had no promise the committee would vote to halt its investigation.

The Ethics Committee had voted Monday to begin hearings for its probe Sept. 16 despite a plea that Hays was to mentally depressed to defend himself.

Albert said the Ethics Committee told Hays the probe would automatically be dropped if Hays resigned from Congress because he would no longer be congressman.

The Ethics Committee Tuesday took no action on a proposed resolution declaring that whereas Hays was resigning as of Sept. 8 the committee would suspend its investigation and then terminate it on his resignation.

The charges forced Hays to resign as head of the Democratic Campaign Committee, quit as committee chairman and then to announce he would not seek re-election to Congress.

Hays himself asked for the Ethics Committee inquiry saying it would exonerate him by establishing that Miss Ray did committee work for her $14,000-a-year pay.

But Hays said when he dropped his re-election campaign three weeks ago one reason was "I don't want to give that woman a chance to make another appearance.

There was some confusion about when Hays actually leaves office.

Hays told Ohio Gov. James A. Rhodes he would resign Sept. 8. But in a letter distributed by his staff, Hays said, "I hereby resign my office as a representative in the Congress of the United States from the 18th District of Ohio, effective immediately."

Members of the Ethics Committee, meeting after Hays' announcement, said they were not sure which would be the resignation date.

Before Hays would resign, his aides pressed for an assurance first that the resignation would halt the Ethics Committee's payroll-sex probe against him, sources said.

They said Hays' aides were ready to submit the resignation letter Speaker Albert yesterday, but did not when they learned they had no promise the committee would vote to halt its investigation.

The Ethics Committee had voted Monday to begin hearings for its probe Sept. 16 despite a plea that Hays was to mentally depressed to defend himself.

Albert said the Ethics Committee told Hays the probe would automatically be dropped if Hays resigned from Congress because he would no longer be congressman.

The Ethics Committee Tuesday took no action on a proposed resolution declaring that whereas Hays was resigning as of Sept. 8 the committee would suspend its investigation and then terminate it on his resignation.
A national consortium of 19 universities and eight research laboratories formed in 1974 to provide minority students to seek graduate degrees in engineering has been announced by Dr. Joseph C. Hogan, dean of the College of Engineering at Notre Dame.

The consortium will offer financial support and practical laboratory experience to minority students, specifically, Black American students to seek graduate degrees in engineering, most minorities are underrepresented in that atmosphere. The universities and laboratories recognize the need for a cooperative effort to attract minority students toward graduate degrees, he said.

German chemist visits ND lab

Dr. Armin Henglein, director of the Hahn-Meitner Institute for Nuclear Research and professor at the Technical University of Berlin, is briefly visiting the Notre Dame Radiation Laboratory. He opened his three-day visit in a seminar "Electron Attachment and Detachment in Hydrocarbon Solutions."

During his stay at Notre Dame Dr. Henglein will meet with the resident chemists and observing current research projects. His work in electro- and photochemistry will also be discussed.

Dr. Henglein, born in Cologne in 1926, completed his undergraduate studies as well as his Ph.D. at the University of Mainz, Pennsylvania State University, the Technical University of Berlin, the Hahn-meitner Institute for Nuclear Research and professor at the University of Cologne from 1955 to 1958. He has held teaching and research positions in that atmosphere. The university and laboratories recognize the need for a cooperative effort to attract minority students toward graduate degrees, he said.

The consortium's goal is to increase by 100 the annual number of minority students receiving a master's degree in engineering. In 1974, only 144 of the 3,890 doctoral degrees awarded to Black Americans, according to a 1974 report of the Planning Commission for Expansion of Minority Opportunities in Engineering. At the same time, only 93 masters and 11 doctoral degrees went to Spanish-surnamed Americans and only 15 master's and one doctoral degree were awarded to American Indian stu­dents.

"The great battle is still in the field of economic opportunity," said Dr. Theodore M. Helms, C.S.C., a supporter of the consortium. "Too often our commitment to achieving equal opportunity in this country is not accompanied by positive action programs. A con- sortium approach to the education and training of engineers may well be the key to the problems of minority repre­sentation in other career fields.

The consortium's vice-president is Theodore J. Habarth, aformer officer at the Applied Physics Laboratory, Johns Hopkins University, and Philip J. Faccenda, general counsel for Notre Dame, is secretary-treasurer. Dr. Stuart T. McComas, professor of aerospace and mechanical engineering at Notre Dame, has been appointed temporary executive director.

Cepable minority engineering students will be recruited during their junior year from every accredited engineering school in the country. Applicants may be offer­ed summer employment by one of the participating research centers.

Continued in the program the program depends on satisfactory perfor­mance and acceptance in the graduate program of one of the participating universities. Each student will receive a $3,000 fel­lowship for the academic year as well as tuition, which will be shared by the consortium and the univer­sity attended. Most students will spend three summers working at a research laboratory. Participation in the Notre Dame, has been appointed temporary executive director.

Senior picnic set for Friday

The annual Senior class picnic will be held Friday, Sept. 3, seniors and guests are expected. The picnic will begin at 4 p.m. at the St. Mary's Clubhouse. Food and beverages will be served at low cost.

NATIONAL CONSORTIUM

The participating laboratories include Argonne National Laboratory, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory, Oak Ridge National Labora­tory, Sandia Laboratories, Savannah River Laboratory and Sanford Linear Accelerator Center.
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Toman added to coaching staff

by Paul Stevenson

The Irish coaching staff has a new face this season in Ron Toman, coordinator of quarterbacks and receivers. Toman replaces Ed Cluebeh, who left to become head coach at Eastern Michigan University last summer.

Toman should easily adjust to the Devine system, having played for Devine at the University of Missouri until graduating in 1960. Upon graduation, he remained as a graduate assistant until 1964 while earning his master's degree in education.

In 1967 Toman became a full-time coach, spending a year at both Southern Illinois University in Carbondale and Springfield (Mo.) High School and Rich Central High School in Paxton, Illinois.

After two years on the high school level Toman moved on to serve as head coach at Missouri Southern Junior College from 1963-65. From Missouri Southern, he went to Wichita State and Northeast Missouri State, spending two years at each school.

Then in 1970, Toman advanced to Tulane University where he coached the offensive backfield for five years.

He then entered the private business field after leaving Tulane, a business career which lasted only four months, before being tempted by the opportunity to coach at Notre Dame.

"This place is top drawer; everybody knows about Notre Dame," Toman remarked. "This school has tremendous loyalty in its alumni and the recruiting is extremely excellent. I'm very pleased to have a chance to coach here," he added. Coach Toman found the transition to life at Notre Dame a fairly easy one. "When you move to a new area, it's more important to be patient in adjusting to your new surroundings."

This season could find the Irish with a new coach who is interested in joining the observer sports staff

Rick Slager: Coach Toman's n-uber one man.

"Our speed is good and Tom should be able to help us out a lot," Toman stated.

"We are also looking at fresh players to help us out."

Toman said. "I wasn't here last season, so we can help give him something new that he has to work with, the Irish can expect a lot from their quarterbacks and receivers.

Rozelle limits NFL squads

NEW YORK (AP) - National Football League teams, with the exception of Seattle and Tampa Bay, will be limited to 43 players this season, NFL Commissioner Pete Rozelle said Wednesday night.

The NFL expansion teams, the Seattle Seahawks and Tampa Bay Buccaneers, will be allowed to carry additional players for the first two games, then 45 after that.

However, the teams may only dress 43 players for any game.

Rozelle said the teams must reach their player limit by Monday, Sept. 6, at 2 p.m., EDT.

In other action taken at an all-day meeting here, the NFL owners agreed to immediately set the NFL-Delaware fight deadline to 4:30 p.m., EDT, Wednesday, Sept. 8. The intraconference trade deadline is Oct. 19.

NFL squads

Dover, Del. (AP) - Delaware kicked off its controversial pro football lottery Wednesday with highs and lows, a peak of $35,000 in one bet and indications that plenty of fans and some other states will be watching to see if the court block the betting.
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